In order to effectively extract the hidden information from the patent texts and to further provide this information to support the product innovation design process, this paper proposed an automatic patent classification method based on the functional basis and Naive Bayes theory. The functions of products are regarded as the innovation attributes, and the function co-reference relations of the patents in different areas are established.
Introduction
Product innovation design can be considered as a result of the transition, superposition and reconstruction of the knowledge in different areas. The innovation level of product design is strongly subject to the level of knowledge's extraction and processing. As the world's largest innovative knowledge carrier, patent is an important knowledge resource to extend designers' knowledge space and assist their product innovation design. Statistics shows that new technologies reported by patents are always 3-5 years earlier than those from other information sources, such as scientific journals and conference papers. According to the investigation from the World Intellectual Property Organization, 90%-95% of inventions in the world are reported by patents and 80% of them are not recorded by other texts [1] . In addition, patents also have different innovation levels. Some patents' innovation ideas are obtained through changing function targets, some are obtained from new scientific effect principles, and others are obtained by just improving local structure of products or process. Normally patent texts only include the information about inventor, invention contents and right request and etc, but do not contain the obvious information on which invention method and what principle knowledge are used. However, this information is actually hidden in the patent texts. This hidden information needs the readers to understand and to obtain by themselves. Therefore, it significantly restricts the efficiency of the patents' application and the knowledge's transition. How to effectively extract the tacit innovation information which are hidden in patent texts in different areas and how to use this information to support designer during the product innovation design process have become important issues of patents' utilization.
Existing studies on the mining and utilization of the patent innovation information can be generally classified into two categories. The first one is the general information analysis on the patent collection, so the distribution attributes and the development trends of the patent collection can be obtained. It can, in general, help designers to explore the innovation maturity level of products and avoid the patent infringement Liu et al [7] proposed a product maturity prediction model by mining the technology contents from patent texts. All these methods can quickly find the general distribution and trends of patents. However, because all of them use keyword-based searching and clustering technologies, the obtained trends and analysis results are always concentrated in a certain area or focus on a certain category of product, and they cannot break the patent boundaries between different areas. This limitation hurdles the transition and reconstruction of patent knowledge in different areas.
The second type of patent innovation information mining and utilization focusing on the analysis of individual patents and they can extract the innovation information hidden in patents and support designers to quickly carry out the innovative thinking Although these patent mining and application methods could effectively break the boundaries among different areas, they didn't establish ontology models or the coreference relations among different areas, and they can only search patent collection and associate the relevant patents through the simple form of upper and lower keyword, so the accuracy and pertinence of the searching results are poor.
Additionally, these patent knowledge bases cannot be built until the patents are manually read and understood based on the innovation attributes which was established beforehand. As a consequence, the efficiencies of these patent mining and application methods are quite low. Therefore, the current research focus points on the patent knowledge mining and application are how to break the area boundaries of different professional patents and establish the innovative attribute ontology for the patent knowledge transition, consequently establish the co-reference based on the innovative attribute ontology, accurately extract and classify the patent knowledge from different areas, and finally efficiently help designers to carry out product innovation design. This paper proposed a co-reference model of product functional attributes in different areas, and also developed an automatic mining and classification method of patent information. According to the product functional attribute ontology, the labeled patent knowledge was divided into training set and test set. Then based on Naive Bayes (NB) classification theory, from single-class point of view and multiclass point of view respectively, the patent innovation information of a large number of unlabeled patents were extracted and automatically classified in fully supervised and semi-supervised experiments, and the classifier has been improved as well. It has been demonstrated that the proposed method can automatically extract and classify the innovation information from any new patent text by means of the ontology relationship.
Patent knowledge based innovation design process
Product design process is the process, through which the designers organize and reconstruct the design knowledge to enter their cognitive access based on a design goal. As the most important knowledge resource in the world, patent can support designers to carry out various design activities. Normally, designers only search the relevant patents in their own professional area in accordance with the analysis of the design objective. Even though the designers do not gain some patent knowledge before, they can obtain this knowledge by technical term based search or keyword based search. This patent knowledge is belonging to the explicit knowledge of the designers. But if only searching the patent knowledge in a certain professional area, the designers' innovation space will be seriously restricted. Therefore it is necessary for the designers to jump out their own professional area and obtain the patent knowledge from other professional areas. However, knowing and understanding the patent knowledge from various areas is normally quite challenging for the designers.
Since this cross-area knowledge cannot be accurately obtained by the designers, it belongs to the tacit knowledge of the designers. After the designers obtain a lot of explicit and tacit patent knowledge through various ways, they will analyze and introduce this knowledge into their cognitive access. The patent knowledge, which just enters the cognitive access is always scattered, isolated and disorderly. Thus the designers need to judge, filter and sort the knowledge based on their own innovative thinking. According to the design tasks, the designer may remove some "noise" patents knowledge; meanwhile they may introduce some new patents into their cognitive access. As results, the quality of the patents in the cognitive channel is further improved. While the design tasks are gradually decomposed and specified during the design process, the patent knowledge entering the cognitive access changes periodically. So the quantity of patents reduces gradually, and the contents of the patents are transformed from the principle level to the behavior knowledge, and further to the structural level. The relationship between the different patents becomes closer and closer, and the designers' design schemes inspired by the patent knowledge become clearer and more specific. Following the design constraint and optimization process, the designers finally obtain the schemes that satisfy the product design requirements, as shown in Figure 1 . begins with the analysis of the demands of users and market. After obtaining the design goals and transforming it into the corresponding function target, the total function of product design process can be achieved. Next, the total function is abroken into several functional elements and each of the functional element can be described as a corresponding standard functional group. The corresponding patent texts are searched and conveyed to the designer based on the description of standard functional groups. Based on the corresponding behavior in patents, the specific physical structure can be found to implement various functional elements. After comprehensively analyzing on each design constraint and optimizing the structure carriers, the structure or the structure combination, which can meet the demands of products, can be finally obtained. The whole process is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 Operation-object based functional group decomposition Due to the diversity of natural languages, patent applicants in different professional areas normally use different ways to express the functions which are essentially carried by the patents; consequently, it is impossible to accurately search the crossarea patent knowledge by the limited number of functional groups or functional group keyword. Therefore, it is necessary to unify the patent functional expression in different professional areas and build the co-reference relations library which has the ability of semantic migration, and finally support the effective patent knowledge migration in different areas. This paper proposes a semantic crawler method to realize the semantic extension of functional groups, obtain the extended terms (also referred as the weights of the terms) which semantically associate with each functional group and build co-reference relation library and ontology relationship. Using the coreference relations library and the semantic relevance weights among functional groups, the design task can be preliminary described and then matched to the relevant functional groups, and finally the corresponding patent information can be reached by  Subject indexing: use subject terms rather than keyword to index texts.  Text categorization: automatically classify the natural language texts into the predefined categories and it is a typical machine training method.
 Text clustering: automatically cluster the texts in accordance with the similarity of the given texts, and it is a typical unsupervised machine training method.
 Automatic summary: the process of analyzing the structure of the texts by computer technology, finding the topic statement of the article and finally constituting the abstracts based on the process of sorting, combination and modification.
However, the patent information mining is to provide designers the specific patents that can realize each functional group while the above text mining technologies cannot meet this requirement properly. So a patent text classification method based on the functional group was proposed in this paper and it can achieve the automatic mining of patent texts and provide the patent information to the designers in accordance with different functional needs in the product innovation process.
Function based patent text classification process
According to the general method of text classification, the major steps of patent text classification process proposed in this paper are shown in Figure 5 . First, some relevant patents are downloaded from official patent database. After reading them, the functional group of individual patent is defined and the function of each patent is manual labeled, so this labeled text set becomes the text set of the next step classification training experiment. Then, the text set is divided into the training set and test set by a certain separation ratio. The features were extracted from the training text set to build the corresponding feature vector. Then appropriate classification training methods are selected to establish a classifier. The test text set is classified by the classifier and the results are compared to its manual labels, so accuracy of the classifier can be evaluated. When the classification results finally meet the defined target, the classifier can be applied to the classification of any new patent text with any unknown function. The detail of each step will be explained in the latter sections. Table 1 . In order to obtain a proper method for the features classification and also get a better classification results, the TF-IDF, IG and MI methods were used to select the features of training set and the results will be tested and compared.
Patent text classification and feature vector building
(
1) TF-IDF (Term Frequency -Inverse Text Frequency weighting) feature selection
The main idea of TF-IDF is that if a word or phrase appears in a text at high frequency but rarely appears in other texts, it means that this word or phrase has a high distinguish ability among categories and is suitable for the classification. 
where n is the number of all texts, n represents the number of texts that contain the term t. TF-IDF tends to filter out the common words and reserve the important words
The IG method is widely used in machine training. It calculates the information gain to a function by judging whether a word entry appears in an article. If 
MI (Mutual Information of words and categories) reflects the relevancy between entry and category and it is a standard widely used to establish the relevant statistical model of terms, the more mutual information between the entry and function, the higher co-occurrence probability between them. In order to measure the importance of a word in the whole feature selection, two ways were proposed to determine the characteristic value of this word.
Vectorization of patent text
After feature words were selected, their TF value for each patent text in the training set were used as the eigenvalue. On the other hand, by using these eigenvalues as the weight of each feature word, we can present each text in the training set and test set as a vector of all feature words. The format is class label j, feature 1: feature weight 1, feature 2: feature weight 2:
...... feature n: feature weights n Therefore, all text set were transferred into the computer-readable mathematical models and the patent eigenvectors were built as well. In the experiment, for each feature selection method, the corresponding feature words were selected in accordance with the threshold value (β) ranging from 0.1 to 1 and the step length is 0.1, so the final results can be compared. The principle of this method is based on the Bayes' Theorem and the features conditional independence.
Patent text classification
Assume the unknown classification text is Xi (x1, x2 ..., xn) and the function set c is (c1, c2 ... cn), the probability that text di belongs to the function cj is ) ,..., , (
Because Bayesian classification has an important assumption on conditional independence, the maximum probability that text Xi belongs to the function cj is
If the maximum probability of texts di to a function is the largest, it means that the text di belongs to this function. for word w in W do (11) (12) According 
Patent mining and classification algorithm based on functional attributes

Based on the patent mining and classification methods proposed in this paper, the patent text mining and automatic classification process based on the functional attributes as the characteristics mainly consists of four processes. (1) The first step is the patent text segmentation processing. The main objective of this step is to segment the 2243 patents abstract texts which had been marked to one of functional category artificially. The word segmentation tools used in this paper is Chinese lexical analysis system ICTCLAS which is developed by Chinese academy of sciences. The specific algorithm is as follows:
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Classification experiments and result analysis 4.1 Experiment settings
Depending on that the training data set has been accurately categorized, the classification training process can be divided into fully supervised training and semi- 
Fully supervised classification experiment and result analysis
The NB algorithm was used to carry out the fully supervised training experiment The analysis on the experimental results is below.
1) Even though the accuracy of MI feature selection method increased with the increase of values β, the overall classification accuracy of MI method is the poorest.
The average accuracy rate of MI is less than 45%, and it can be considered that MI is not an effective feature selection method in the supervised experiment. Note that when the values β is 1, it means that all the words are feature words and the accuracy of three feature selection methods coincide at this point.
2) For the TF-IDF method and IG method, when β is less than 1, the classification results are for the obviously better than that with β equal 1. The two methods are effective in both groups and the classification average accuracy up to 55%.
3 
Multiple dichotomous classification experiment and result analysis
As mentioned above, due to the limited labeled texts, in order to further improve the accuracy of the classification, we replaced the multi-classifier training process by a number of dichotomous training processes in this experiment. For the labeled text set, the labeled texts belonging to a function was called as the positive example set of this function and the remaining texts were called as the negative example set of this function. The classification method and implementation process of NB method in this experiment are similar to that in the previous full supervised classification experiment, and we just need to establish eleven classifiers to correspond to the eleven categories.
The corresponding average classification accuracies of using different feature selection methods and the classification accuracies for the functions class label are shown in Figure 7 . The analysis on the experimental results is below.
1) By comparing the result of each function, it can be found that the classification accuracy rate of each function in the multiple dichotomous experiment is higher than that in the multi-classification experiment. The reason of this improvement is that the original 11 classes have been divided into two categories, and it increased the same function characteristics information and co-reference ontology relationship by increasing the number of labeled texts in each function.
2) The classification accuracy rate of "absorb" function is still only 32.12%. The reason is same as that in the previous experiment. Even though this function has been separated from another 10 categories, the internal characteristics information of this function is still not clear and the internal ontology relationship is not perfect.
Therefore, establishing a good ontology relation is the premise to improve the classification accuracy.
Semi-supervised classification experiment and result analysis
We proposed a Semi-supervised training method to further solve the problem of low classification accuracy, which is caused by the limited number of the labeled texts and imperfect generic feature information of the experiment setting. Since there are a large number of un-labeled texts, we classified these un-labeled texts, next based on the classification results, built the text feature vector and co-reference ontology relationship for the following classification. The Semi-supervised classification experimental analysis method is based on EM-NB algorithm.
EM-NB algorithm is an iterative algorithm of maximum likelihood estimation and it is widely used in the condition of incomplete data. EM-NB algorithm has two steps:
expectation step (E-step) and maximization step (M-step).The implementation process of the EM-NB algorithm based classification experiment is shown in Figure 8 . The analysis on the results from this experimental is below. 2) The classification accuracy rates of most categories have been significantly improved except those of the categories "produce" and "output". Two reasons can cause this behavior: first, the categories "produce" and "output" has lower differentiation level in the information characteristics compared with those of other categories; secondly, these two functions have strong semantic similarity and there is a big overlap on the information characteristic individually owned by them and the co-reference relationship between them. Therefore during the function definition, it is necessary to increase the discrimination among the different functions as far as possible, so as to ensure the semantic independence.
3) The classification accuracy rate of function "absorb" is 42.15%. It means that the classification algorithm of semi-supervised can get a good overall accuracy.
Further comparative analysis of three experiments
In overall, all three experiments obtained decent accurate classification results so it proved that the whole experiment design is an efficient attempt to extract the hidden patent information and classify them automatically. We can further study the Some works can be further carried out in the future:
 Expand the labeled text set, and improve the performance of the existing classifier.
 Implement the patent text automatic classification on the secondary level and third-level functional groups, so as to establish a comprehensive patent knowledge base.
 Realize the automatically downloading of patent texts from various patent databases and the regular updating of the patent library.
 In order to further improve the classification accuracy and to optimize the classification algorithm, the research of false rejection rate with this technique
plays an important role.
